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Had To Be There
I Can Make a Mess Like Nobody's Business

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
          Had To Be There - I Can Make A Mess Like Nobody s Business
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tabbed by:Archetype4

Tuning:Standard

Verse

    A/D  F#sus2  Eaug/A  B7sus2
e|----------------------------|
B|----------------------------|
G|--9-------1------4-------6--|
D|--11------2------6-------7--|
A|--12------x------7-------x--|
E|--10------2------5-------7--|

Pre Chorus
A/D Eaug/A B7sus2
A/D F#sus2

Chorus
A/D Eaug/A B7sus2

Bridge
Eaug/A A/D
F#sus2 B7sus2

Song Order

Verse 4x
Pre Chorus
Chorus 4x

Verse 3x
Pre Chorus
Chorus 6x

Bridge 4x
Chorus 8x
end on A/D

or if you prefer it with lyrics:



           A/D                   F#sus2
I hear the drips and drones of a nightmare
          Eaug/A                  B7sus2
i let you slip in my head now i m almost ready for
   A/D                          F#sus2
a night laced with oceans and hot air
                   Eaug/A              B7sus2
your mind s a cold crazy place now i m almost ready for you

A/D                   Eaug/A B7sus2       A/D               F#sus2
all I ve been thinking all night is how i wanted to be there

           A/D                                                 Eaug/A   B7sus2
and theres nothing i could say that can sway your eyes you had already faced it
          A/D                                           Eaug/A B7sus2
while i m draggin up the lines that you had be there
           A/D                                                     Eaug/A  
B7sus2
and theres nothing i can say that could change your mind you were already wasted
         A/D                                           Eaug/A B7sus2
by thinking of the times that you d rather be there
               A/D    F#sus2 Eaug/A B7sus2
you had to be there

         A/D                         F#sus2
I say alright lets wake up from this nightmare
             Eaug/A                B7sus2
its time to let it all go and just hold on tight and ride it
A/D                       F#sus2
back the same way that it came here
            Eaug/A            B7sus2
where we re lyin awake prayin for the wave to take us

A/D                   Eaug/A B7sus2       A/D               F#sus2
all I ve been thinking all night is how i wanted to be there

           A/D                                                 Eaug/A   B7sus2
and theres nothing i could say that can sway your eyes you had already faced it
          A/D                                           Eaug/A B7sus2
while i m draggin up the lines that you had be there
           A/D                                                     Eaug/A  
B7sus2
and theres nothing i can say that could change your mind you were already wasted
         A/D                                           Eaug/A B7sus2
by thinking of the times that you d rather be there
               A/D    F#sus2 Eaug/A B7sus2     
you had to be there

Eaug/A          A/D                  F#sus2     B7sus2
old lines they fade with time in the salty air
     Eaug/A              A/D                    F#sus2     B7sus2
those cold nights where feelings change in the summer air



Eaug/A          A/D                  F#sus2     B7sus2
old lines they fade with time in the salty air
     Eaug/A              A/D                    F#sus2     B7sus2
those cold nights where feelings change in the summer air

           A/D                                                 Eaug/A   B7sus2
and theres nothing i could say that can sway your eyes you had already faced it
          A/D                                           Eaug/A B7sus2
while i m draggin up the lines that you had be there
           A/D                                                     Eaug/A  
B7sus2
and theres nothing i can say that could change your mind you were already wasted
         A/D                                           Eaug/A B7sus2
by thinking of the times that you d rather be there
               A/D    F#sus2 Eaug/A B7sus2     
you had to be there

************************************
| x   Mute note
************************************


